separately for each sample by searching for a point in density plot where two an expression level lower than the cutoff in at least half of the samples in 27 both test groups is filtered out as unexpressed. Also genes with less than 28 four measured control samples are excluded from the data.
29
After filtering, the remaining data is scaled. The scaled expression value 30 of a gene g in sample i, x gi is calculated as
where C occ(n). For a node n in a pathway P , an importance factor is then calculated:
where sn(n, P ) denotes the weighted sum of direct (weighted by 1) and second
61
(weighted by 0.5) neighbours of the node scaled to interval (0,1] within the 62 pathway:
whereas so(n, P ) denotes the occurrences of the node scaled to interval (0,1] 64 within the pathway:
In case the pathway is totally unconnected, i.e. it does not include any 66 relations, all scaled neighbour values (sn) are set directly to 0 in order to 67 avoid dividing by 0. Importance factor, defined as in equation (1) to a normal level. Therefore, the value of node n after feedback is defined as Step 4 calculates pathway scores from the node values for each sample sepa- of ranks is their ability to emphasize delicate differences between samples.
97
In case a node is not measured for some of the samples, the ranks of the pathway score of pathway P for sample i is then defined as: 100
